INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY OF THE DEPARTMENT AS A WAY OF DEVELOPING STUDENTS' MOBILITY
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ABSTRACT. The article raises the issue of organization of international activities of a higher educational establishment. The purpose of the article is to determine the role of international activities of university students in adapting to integrative processes taking place in the world community in all spheres. Integration of Russian universities, science and education in the world educational space is of great importance as it enables academic mobility of students. The article makes an attempt to prove that academic mobility would contribute to the development of a person of new formation, who are able to take their place in the world and exercise significant impact on domestic economy and politics. Access to high-quality educational programs, courses and research would allow a student to return to the country of residence with a new store of knowledge, and cultural and academic experience. Academic mobility is a prioritized tool for creating global educational space, providing human capital and contributing to the availability, quality and effectiveness of education. The author analyzes the experience of the department in development of international cooperation with foreign universities, identifies problems, and proposes solutions. It is proved that in order to maximize the benefits of project mobility, the project must meet the student’s needs related to learning and personal development. The period of study abroad must be a part of the student’s educational program.

Nowadays we can notice an encouraging tendency of improving international cooperation of Russian Higher school establishments with foreign universities. The basis for this cooperation is in the fact Russia higher education institutions are able adequately to compete in the world market of educational services [5, p. 147].

Traditionally main components of the world sphere of education are:

a) foreign students coming to foreign countries having a purpose of getting education or improving their level;

b) foreign experts, trainees, graduate students arriving in foreign countries to get post-graduate education or improving qualification;
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c) foreign teachers going to educational institutions of foreign countries to work;

d) scientific knowledge and experience of an educational establishment to organize educational, methodical and technical support of educational process [11, p. 10].

In conditions of contemporary society a highly educated professional ought to get deep knowledge in the sphere of his activity, moreover he should be able to analyze connections and possibilities of each object without correspondence to its material and social state. The important step in this direction is transition to two-level training in the type of bachelor - master, and also wide usage of international experience in training specialists [12, p.8].

In order to satisfy demands of contemporary society in getting up-to-date education it is reasonable to establish academic contacts with teachers and scientists of foreign higher educational establishments. It enables to increase quality of teaching and gives an opportunity to get acquainted with achievements of technologically advanced countries in the sphere of a teaching methods and techniques and research activity [10].

In the XXI century education market has evolved into a full -fledged branch of the world economy. The "National Doctrine of Education in the Russian Federation" defines the strategic objectives of high school until 2025 and sets a challenge of «integrating education and science into the global space by training professionals to meet international requirements, the ability to timely and accurately solve the urgent problems of modern civil society» [13].

Moreover the process of globalization and internationalization of higher education plays an important role in a modern social-economic context of developing educational systems. Academic mobility is a useful tool of integrating Russia into international educational and scientific space [6].

Academic mobility provides for the development of human potential, increase in global competitiveness, forming appositive image of Russia, popularization of the Russian language and culture.

Russia follows basic trends of developing internalization of higher education and academic mobility, fortifying relations with foreign educational and scientific organizations, broadening initiatives on developing network partnership between Russian and foreign organizations

Attraction of foreign students for training in the Russian Federation has a special role from the point of view of geopolitical safety of the state and forming of positive image of Russia in the World. It is obvious that each student - the foreigner visitors for study to some extent adapts not only for Higher School, but also features of life in another country: to culture, the traditions, existing system of rates and moral values. Foreign students are future potential partners of the Russian state in sphere of economy, a policy, formation, sports, and culture. On the basis of the student's friendship generated in days of stay in our country new business relations and mutually advantageous cooperation will be fastened [8].

The main advantage of international exchanges is the ability to learn about another culture by experiencing it through communication with its representatives. Personal contact between the representatives of different cultures will lead to higher knowledge about culture that in turn will lead to positive attitude change.

As Ambassador Anne E. Derse said «The power of educational exchange is the power to change people. We live in an inter-connected world, where it is critical for young people to have open minds and open hearts, to have unique experiences, and to make the important connections that will be with them throughout their lives» [1].

International cooperation is one of the most important directions in the activity of Ural state pedagogical university. This activity includes scientific educational and methodical cooperation in organization of academic exchanges, conducting joint scientific researches and publications of their results, exchanging experience in the sphere of organizing educational process, organization of international conferences and seminars, organization and holding exhibitions [3, p. 16].

The Faculty of International relations and social-humanitarian communications in the Institute of social education of Ural state pedagogical university realize international activity in three main directions:

1. Organization of international cooperation with foreign establishments with the aim to form and develop professional competence of students – future experts of international relations and of PR-communication.

2. Participation of educators and students in international projects and projects of federal level with foreign participation.

3. Participation of educators in international scientific events with the aim to develop research competence. In order to achieve the first direction we organize regular meetings and seminars with representatives of Representational office of the Ministry of Foreign, foreign consular agencies and foreign public officials in the frames of «The Week of international relations» held in the Institute of social education.

Students of the Faculty of international relations and social-humanitarian communications have an opportunity to study the Chinese...
language and the Check language with native speakers. It gives students an opportunity to understand authentic speech, helps them to overcome language barrier, to gain fluency and spontaneity of speaking.

There have been several internships in Academy of political education of the youth in Bad Libentsel (Germany) organized.

Students of International relations are regular participants of Summer School of Chinese in Jilin Institute of foreign languages (Changchun, China), of Summer School of Shanghai Cooperation Organization Project in East China Normal University (Shanghai, China).

The Faculty has successful experience of organization of Students’ exchange programmes (pict. 1).

Pict. 1. Quantity of students

Students’ exchange programmes give students an opportunity to master the language, form and develop professional skills. Besides they enable to obtain skills of international communication.

The educational process includes training and immersion into a cultural environment in order to assist adaptation, to overcome negative consequences of “cultural shock”, pass identity crisis, and interact with residents efficiently.

Educational process and out-of-class activities are organized in such a way that students enable to develop their communicative skills in order to overcome language gap and master verbal and nonverbal ways of behavior; realize differences of cultural dimensions in order to improve comprehension between cultures [14, p. 37].

Participation in the exchange programs and study abroad can be incredible academic, professional and personal experience. Students have an opportunity to travel, learn another culture, people and their way of life and learn the academic life of another institution. During the exchange, students gain new skills, implement ideas and make new friends. It also gives an opportunity to improve their CV, expand employment opportunities and make themselves attractive candidate for any job - employers appreciate international experience and qualities such as independence, self-motivation and the ability to overcome challenges.

Reasons for students to study abroad are, in no particular order, the opportunity to live abroad, to learn or improve a foreign language, to meet new people and to develop soft skills i.e. adaptability, social interactivity, which improve future employability. Moreover they are motivated to continue education in foreign universities [4, p. 12].

Good command of foreign languages enables students to participate in different international projects and projects of federal level with foreign participation. Some of our students worked as volunteers in XXVII World Summer Students’ Games, XXII Winter Olympic Games 2014. 120 students of Foreign relations participated as volunteers in European Table Tennis Championship.

These activities give positive results for educational process: students have an opportunity to use their knowledge of foreign languages and cross-cultural communication for practical purposes. That increases motivation for improving foreign language level, shows the aim of further development of professional competences.

However it is necessary to recognize that there are several barriers such as thresholds induced by language barrier, lack of motivation, cultural differences, socio-economic background and financial reasons, socially induced thresholds (family and personal relationships), insufficient information and awareness, recognition issues of diploma’s and credits, an imminent danger for study delay, and eventually also the weight of administrative burden.

Priority of international cooperation, consistency of planning, monitoring of results, and responsibility of all participants of joint projects can enable to overcome these difficulties and obstacles.

Establishing the University as a global presence requires pursuing the following objectives:
• Encourage students to include study abroad in their educational plans;
• Encourage faculty members to pursue their research, teaching, and service interests within a global framework;
• Plan curriculum so students become familiar with various cultural perspectives, encouraging them to explore subjects in that global framework;
• Make available language and cultural programs of quality, variety and depth, while integrating language and cultural learning with the rest of that curriculum;
• Make available electronic informational and interactive resources, integrating these resources with opportunities for global learning;
• Welcome international students as integral and valued members of the educational process and provide for their special needs and interests;
• Invite international scholars to participate in research at the University and facilitate their stays;
• Join with international academic institutions in collaborations that encourage free movement of students and scholars;
• Engage in programs abroad that further the internationalization of the University’s general mission;
• Promote integration and coordination of international resources across the University, while encouraging their expansion.

All these demand innovative methods and means of studying widely used in the process of education: delivering of problem and complex lectures, demonstrative modules, distance and interactive teaching, electronic textbooks and multimedia means. In accordance with modern demands the newest technologies are used in educational activity: the system of quality managing, Internet-tests, marks’ rating system of students’ knowledge estimation.
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